Many rail scales require concrete approaches and foundations for the weigh cell. We team with rail scale manufacturers to provide modular precast track support systems to meet specific scale and foundation requirements, allowing projects to be installed quickly while ensuring Quality Control standards.

**FEATURES**
- Engineered to AREMA Standards
- Foundations include embedded weigh cell connections
- Customized and precast to meet specific project needs
- Galvanized E-Clip Fasteners & Nylon Insulators
- Class I Railroad approved
- Monolithic, one-piece casting

**BENEFITS**
- Pre-engineered
- Quality assurance of scale manufacturer
- Less construction time
- Rail access & standard industry fastener
- Inspection prior to track outage
- Quality control of Oldcastle Precast

For more information please contact our National Sales Office at (888) 965-3227 or send an email to contactprecast@oldcastle.com.
SCALE PROJECTS